
  

The Leafy Elephant AROMATIC Tasting Kit 

The aromatic gin tasting box is an ideal experience for those who love more savoury gins 

with spices and herbs as their key botanicals. 

This aromatic gin tasting box guides you through three unique and distinct gins complete 

with a bottle of tonic and garnish for each. You will receive a menu card outlining a history, 

story and tasting notes for each gin as well as an exclusive virtual gin tasting video, talking 

through each gin, directly from the bar. 

The aromatic gin box includes: 

1. Bertha's Revenge - a spicy gin from Ireland named after a Guinness World Record 

breaking cow. With whey used as a based spirit, this gin hits all the aromatic notes with a 

long finish. 

2. Blind Tiger - Unique in using the cubeb as a key botanical, black pepper, all spice and 

floral notes appear here. The gin itself dates back to the prohibition age. 

3. Helsinki Dry - A strong and classically rounded aromatic gin. From the first distillery in 

Helsinki for over 100 years the founders still hand bottle and sign each one that leaves the 

distillery. 

What is in the box? 

1. 1x 50ml bottle of Bertha's Revenge gin (42%) 

2. 1x 50ml bottle of Blind Tiger Piper Cubeba gin (47%) 

3. 1x 50ml bottle of Helsinki Dry gin (47%) 

4. 1x Double Dutch Skinny tonic 

5. 1x Double Dutch Cranberry & Ginger tonic 

6. 1x Double Dutch Pomegranate & Basil tonic 

7. 1x Dehydrated orange portion 

8. 2x Dehydrated orange and mint portion 

9. 1x Dehydrated grapefruit portion 

10. 1x menu card 

11. 1x Virtual gin tasting video link 

The box for 2 contains double of 1-9 in the list. 

  

The Leafy Elephant CITRUS Tasting Kit 

The citrus gin tasting box is an ideal experience for those who love gins with classic peels of 

lemons, oranges, limes and grapefruits as their key botanicals. 

This citrus gin tasting box comes with three unique and distinct gins complete with a bottle of 

tonic and garnish for each. You also get a menu card outlining a history, story and tasting 



notes for each gin as well as an exclusive virtual gin tasting video, talking through each gin, 

directly from the bar. 

The citrus gin box includes: 

1. Sharish Blue Magic - the colour-changing gin from Portugal. This rounded gin with local 

lemons and oranges also includes butterfly blue tea which changes from a blue to pink when 

added to tonic. 

2. By the Dutch - Distilled in the birth place of Genever, this homage to gin is classically 

citrus forward with 8 individually pot-distilled botanicals, blended together by the master 

distiller. 

3. 5th Gin Earth - A citrus heavy gin with notes of lemons, tangerines and grapefruits. With a 

yellow hue, this gin symobolises the botanicals originating from the earth. 

What is in the box? 

1. 1x 50ml bottle of Sharish Blue Magic gin (40%) 

2. 1x 50ml bottle of By the Dutch gin (42.5%) 

3. 1x 50ml bottle of 5th Gin Earth gin (42%) 

4. 1x Double Dutch Skinny tonic 

5. 1x Double Dutch Indian tonic 

6. 1x Franklin Rhubarb & Hibiscus tonic 

7. 1x Dehydrated apple portion 

8. 1x Dehydrated orange and bay leaf portion 

9. 1x Dehydrated lemon and grapefruit portion 

10. 1x menu card 

11. 1x Virtual gin tasting video link 

The box for 2 contains double of 1-9 in the list. 


